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There are two main impediments, in 
principle.[5] Dangers of sample damage 
are self-evident, as organic materials are 
notoriously sensitive to electron irradia-
tion[6] and similarly, the water tends to 
decompose to form gas bubbles.[7] Second, 
in contrast to “hard” materials such as 
nanoparticles comprised of atoms whose 
atomic number is high,[8] electron scat-
tering by carbon in organic materials is 
relatively weak.[9,10] Graphene windows are 
promising candidates for TEM imaging of 
organic molecules in liquid; they should 
be thin and thickness of the confined solu-
tions should be small, in order to enhance 
the needed contrast by remaining trans-
lucent to illumination.[11,12] Graphene is 
impermeable to small-molecule liquids 
and its thermal and electrical conduc-
tivity appear to retard damage from elec-
tron irradiation such as heating, charging, 
and ionization.[13] Our study extends the 
liquid-cell TEM approach in which con-
trast is enhanced by confining the sample 
between ultrathin windows using various 

possible protocols, not only graphene but also silicon nitride.[14] 
The use of in situ liquid TEM has been demonstrated in recent 
past for visualizing structures of a variety of soft systems 
including virus,[9] liposomes,[15] aggregates of polymers,[16] 
and soft materials labeled with metal ions that provide con-
trast,[3,17,18] but not previously to individual polymer molecules 
in solution. Here, we have adapted a protocol that minimizes 
electron scattering[19] by using sheets as thin as practical to 
image polymers without metal-ion labeling, and we investigate 
their dynamics.

Our liquid pockets are constructed by laying one graphene 
sheet on top of a bottom graphene sheet to carefully produce 
creases in the top sheet that traps the liquid (for details, see 
Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). The needed mechan-
ical integrity is provided by supporting the bottom on a TEM 
grid with holey carbon. Holey carbon adheres to graphene, 
which is traditional in electron microscopy, and we avoid the 
practice of also using holey carbon for the top sheet. Spe-
cifically, using commercial graphene (ACS Materials), we use 
2-layer graphene for the bottom and 3–5-layer graphene for 
the top, as this combination gives the required stability[12] as 
well as contrast. First, we transfer CVD-grown graphene from 
copper foil onto a holey carbon gold TEM grid (QUANTIFOIL, 
Electron Microscopy Sciences and SPI Supplies). Onto it, we 
deposit by micropipette a relatively large liquid volume to maxi-
mize chances of forming multiple liquid pockets (about 0.5 µL), 
usually 1 wt% polymer in aqueous solution. Using tweezers, 

Individual macromolecules of polystyrene sulfonate and poly(ethylene 
oxide) are visualized with nanometer resolution using transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) imaging of aqueous solutions with and without added 
salt, trapped in liquid pockets between creased graphene sheets. Successful 
imaging with 0.3 s per frame is enabled by the sluggish mobility of the 
adsorbed molecules. This study finds, validating others, that an advantage 
of this graphene liquid-cell approach is apparently to retard sample degrada-
tion from incident electrons, in addition to minimizing background scattering 
because graphene windows are atomically thin. Its new application here to 
polymers devoid of metal-ion labeling allows the projected sizes and con-
formational fluctuations of adsorbed molecules and adsorption–desorption 
events to be analyzed. Confirming the identification of the observed objects, 
this study reports statistical analysis of datasets of hundreds of images for 
times up to 100 s, with variation of the chemical makeup of the polymer, the 
molecular weight of the polymer, and the salt concentration. This observation 
of discrete polymer molecules in solution environment may be useful gener-
ally, as the findings are obtained using an ordinary TEM microscope, whose 
kind is available to many researchers routinely.

Polymer Dynamics

Time-resolved electron microscopy does not yet match the 
revolutionary advances that allow one to track single-molecular 
trajectories and interactions of organic molecules in solution 
using optical microscopy,[1] despite the fact that its resolution is 
potentially higher because wavelengths are orders of magnitude 
less than for light. Many of the most important advances con-
cern “hard” materials, while applications to studying motions 
and relaxations of organic materials are restricted for many 
technical reasons.[2–4] Here, we are interested in transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) of organic molecules in water. We 
report that synthetic polymers can be imaged in real time for 
periods up to 10–100 s using an ordinary TEM microscope 
whose kind is available to many researchers routinely.
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we gently place the graphene-coated grid onto a graphene sheet 
that floats on aqueous solution that etches away the copper, 
0.1 m (NH4)2S2O8, and leave it for a few minutes. The graphene 
layers adhere strongly.[20] The waiting gives time to ensure 
good contact, thereby encapsulating the sample liquid between 
creases. Figure 1A shows a schematic diagram of the resulting 
liquid pocket.

Initial findings using polystyrene sulfonate (PSS) caused us 
to suspect that the relatively high atomic number of the sulfur 
might contribute to giving the needed contrast, but this turns 
out to be not essential as poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) was also 
imaged, showing that the capability is more general. Our study 
includes three samples. First, PSS with weight-average molar 
mass Mw = 2200 kDa (Polymer Source, Mw/Mn = 1.15). Second, 
PSS with weight-average molar mass 1030 kDa (Polymer 
Source, Mw/Mn = 1.12). Third, PEO with weight-average molar 
mass Mw = 2000 kDa (Sigma-Aldrich). These we refer to below 
as Polymers A, B, and C, respectively. Normally, they are dis-
solved in deionized water at 10 mg mL−1 concentration but in 
control experiments, we also study Polymer A in 200 × 10−3 m 
NaCl. The experiments were performed, with an instrumental 
point resolution of 0.2 nm, on a JEOL-1400 TEM in the Cen-
tral Research Facilities at our university. The 120 keV electron 
beam was calibrated to give a dose rate of 22 e Å−2 s−1, similar 

to that used by other researchers to study 
dynamics.[21] In the TEM images presented 
below, unless otherwise specified, 1 pixel is 
0.74 nm.

Our sample preparation method gives 
a wide distribution of liquid pocket sizes 
with length usually larger than width. The 
typically rectangular shape illustrated in 
Figure 1B differs distinctly from the curved 
perimeter one might have anticipated naively, 
perhaps reflecting graphene’s stiffness. In 
what follows below, our quantification con-
siders only pockets that are relatively wide, 
wider than ≈150 nm and we refer to them as 
channels. The channel height is not known 
(we attempted unsuccessfully to measure 
it by imaging fluorescent markers) but 
is believed to be less than the width, and 
thinner close to the edges than at the center. 
This may encourage adsorption that is neces-
sary for imaging on the time scale of hun-
dreds of milliseconds. Remarkably, when we 
magnify one of these channels, images reveal 
objects that we interpret to be individual 
polymer molecules (Figure 1C). They are 
most often observed in channels wider than 
≈150–200 nm and can be imaged for about 
≈60 s before obvious degradation, while the 
channel itself can be imaged for 200 s before 
gas bubbles grow to fill the channels. It is 
common to find channels devoid of bubbles 
for 20 s, yet with molecules visible inside. 
While our statistical analysis finds that even 
with the subsequent growth of bubble size, 
the objects we interpret as polymer mole-

cules are unaffected by the presence or absence of gas bubbles, 
we have not been able to determine firmly whether conforma-
tional rearrangement dynamics are influenced. They are useful 
practically as bubbles tend to reduce the thickness of remaining 
aqueous solution through which the electron beam traverses. 
This, we find, helps to enhance contrast.[4] In addition, bubble 
growth can concentrate molecules as the growing bubble 
sweeps through solution (Movie S1, Supporting Information).

It is not practical to analyze these systems for polymer by 
elemental characterization[17,22] (electron energy-loss spec-
troscopy (EELS) or energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)), 
as polymer conformation changes are too rapid and anyway 
the required high electron energy would cause sample deg-
radation. We chose the route of direct visualization instead, 
contrasting the images across different kinds of polymers, 
molecular weights, and even salt concentration. The images 
were acquired using a conventional charge coupled detector 
(CCD) (see Supporting Information). The images are 2D pro-
jections of 3D flexible coils and therefore show what appears 
to be branched structure, as illustrated in Figure 1C, whose 
dark spots indicate high electron scattering intensity on the 
experimental time scale. The dark spots probably reflect in 
part a large mass in 2D projection, in part that other regions 
with more rapid polymer segment mobility are blurred on the 
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Figure 1. Experimental setup and representative data. A) Schematic of polymer solution sand-
wiched between graphene sheets. B) Large-area TEM image showing a representative liquid 
channel. For this low-magnification image, 1 pixel is 2.25 nm. C) TEM image showing individual 
polymer molecules, PSS, Polymer A in 0.2 m NaCl.
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experimental time scale, resulting in lower contrast. Atomic 
force microscopy of adsorbed polymers shows dark spots and 
branched structures that qualitatively look similar.[23] Notably, 
the electron scattering contrast of PSS molecules (Figure 1C) 
and PEO molecules (Figure 2A) also looks similar. Charge on 
our PSS polyelectrolyte chains does not seem to be decisive, 
as we observed almost the same contrast for PEO chains, 
and they are uncharged. Furthermore, comparing contrast 
coming from PSS chain in solutions with and without salt, 
the contrast of Polymer A in deionized water is higher than 
in 0.2 m salt solution (see Figure S4 in the Supporting Infor-
mation). This indicates that salt in the surrounding medium 
reduces the contrast as expected but does not alter polymer 
contrast directly. These polymers diffuse more sluggishly than 
in free solution where the longest relaxation time would be 
≈0.1 ms,[24] more than three orders of magnitude faster than 
the frame rate of these measurements, but it is reasonable 
that these polymers tend to adsorb on the level of each seg-
ment to graphene, as graphene favors noncovalent adsorption 
from π–π van der Waals interactions and hydrophobic inter-
actions[25] or even possible chemisorption as suggested by a 
recent study.[26]

Theories of polymer adsorption predict that when the seg-
mental sticking energy is uniform for every segment, dilute 
polymers adsorb as flattened “pancakes,”[27] but this we do 
not observe. The discrepancy suggests segmental sticking 
energy so weak that these molecules are at the cusp between 
adsorption and desorption, which is also predicted.[28] Weak 
segmental sticking energy is consistent with conformation rear-
rangements and adsorption–desorption events that we report 
here, but we cannot at this time exclude the possibility that 

adsorption is assisted by some kind of chemical changes from 
interaction with incident electrons.

Illustrative images are shown not only for PSS but also for 
PEO in Figure 2A. The sizes of the molecules we observe are 
less than the anticipated radius of gyration (Rg ≈ 30–50 nm) for 
chains of this molar mass in free solution, but the polydisperse 
molar mass gives big uncertainty to estimate of that quantity. 
Recognizing that this method of imaging selectively reveals 
the sluggish portions of adsorbed chains, we have computed 
the equivalent to Rg, the “pixel span” Ps (see Supporting Mate-
rials and Figure S5 in the Supporting Information), finding 
Ps ≈ 20 nm. Statistical analysis from ≈35–40 molecules of each 
sample and 5 frames for each one, randomly chosen from the 
time series, gives us the distributions of Ps in Figure 2B for 
PSS (Polymers A with and without salt and also Polymer B)  
and Figure S6 in the Supporting Information (PEO). Relative 
probability plotted against Ps. In Figure 2B, the peak of the dis-
tribution shifts to a smaller value with decreasing molecular 
weight and increasing salt concentration, which makes physical 
sense. This quantification supports the interpretation that indi-
vidual polymer molecules are observed. Further, discriminating 
the size distribution of different molecules in the polydis-
perse sample (Figure S7, Supporting Information) shows that 
the broad Ps distribution reflects the polydisperse molecular 
weight.

Figure 3A shows typical findings when the same polymer 
molecule was imaged for 70 s. For technical reasons, our meas-
urements are separated in time by 1 s though the exposure 
time for each image is 0.3 s. In addition to the pixel span Ps just 
introduced, it is also relevant to quantify pixel count Pc which 
is believed to be proportional to the area of adsorbed segments. 
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Figure 2. Size quantification. A) Representative images for PEO (top) and PSS Polymer A (bottom) in deionized water. B) Probability distributions 
compared for Polymer A in 0.2 m NaCl (top), deionized water (middle), and Polymer B in deionized water (bottom). The ordinate is pixel span Ps, 
which is the analogue of radius of gyration filtered by this experiment’s selection of observables that are visible on only the experimental time scale 
of 0.3 s. The distributions have been normalized by total number of events which are 135, 119, and 190 for these three cases, respectively. The dotted 
vertical line in (B) shows that relative to the peak of the distribution in the middle panel, the peak is less in salt solution and also for a sample of lower 
molecular weight.
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Movie S2 in the Supporting Information illustrates these fluc-
tuations. In Figure 3A, one notices that the magnitudes of con-
formational fluctuations (Ps) are almost the same as those of 
fluctuations in the number of adsorbed segments (Pc); their 
standard deviations are 9% and 10%, respectively. These time 
series are illustrated in Figure 3B. This makes sense physically; 
adsorbed molecules fluctuate but without exploring the full 
range of probability distribution. Within a range of fluctuation 
in the adsorbed state, they tend to stick where they land.

The alternative pessimistic hypothesis of radiation damage 
must be considered. The critical cumulative electron dose has 
been studied for films of undiluted polymers[29] giving num-
bers on the order of 50 C m−2 (polystyrene)[30] and 0.01 C m−2 
(PEO).[31] Comparing to our experiments by converting units 
and considering typical lifetime ≈60 s gives an estimated elec-
tron dose of 200 C m−2 in our experiments. The similar order of 
magnitude is pleasing, considering the different environmental 
conditions of liquid and graphene-rich environment. It is true 
that events of radiation damage are observed directly from time 

to time after relatively long exposure to electrons (see Sup-
porting Information section on radiation effects, Figure S8, and 
Movie S3). Specifically, Figure S8A,B in the Supporting Infor-
mation illustrates two processes, chain scission and recombina-
tion, expected from knowledge of radiation processing of poly-
mers,[29,32] observed here for two molecules at times ≈45 and 
≈125 s (Movie S3, Supporting Information). But while we 
have no direct information whether radiation damage stimu-
lates adsorption, if this were so we would anticipate adsorp-
tion to be irreversible, not reversible as we observe. Molecules 
sometimes detach from the surface, then re-adsorb. The mol-
ecule illustrated in Figure 3C and Movie S4 in the Supporting 
Information first enjoys conformational fluctuations that pro-
duce slight fluctuations of its center-of-mass position, then it 
“jumps” to a new adsorbed position on the graphene sheet, fol-
lowed by a new sequence of conformational fluctuations. The 
jump event is accompanied by a coil-to-stretch conformational 
transition (Figure 3D) that we consider to be coincidental. 
Elsewhere using fluorescence imaging in a different system, we 
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Figure 3. Conformational rearrangements and adsorption–desorption. A) With exposure time 0.3 s per frame, the images show snapshots of a mol-
ecule of Polymer A at three different times indicated in the panel. B) Quantifying the images in panel A, the pixel count Pc and pixel span Ps are plotted 
against time for 65 s. C) The center-of-mass position in the laboratory frame of reference is plotted against time for a molecule of Polymer A for 30 s, 
with exposure time 0.3 s per frame and 1 s between frames. The position shifts by ≈20 nm over a few seconds, probably reflecting partial detachment 
and readsorption (a “jump”). Fluctuations of center-of-mass position before and after these times are believed to reflect conformational changes.  
D) These images contrast snapshots of the molecule in Panel C at times 1 s and 31 s. The image is color coded according to intensity as shown in 
the color bar.
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considered this kind of polymer adsorption–desorption event in 
detail.[33]

Recalling that this experiment filters images such that only 
long-lived adsorption states are observed, adsorption of a 
poly mer molecule is illustrated in Figure S9A and Movie S5 
in the Supporting Information. Figure S9B in the Supporting 
Information plots against time the increasing pixel counts (Pc), 
which we interpret as proportional to the number of polymer 
segments adsorbed on the observational time window; this 
number rises from zero and saturates at a plateau followed 
only by conformational changes that cause Ps to fluctuate. TEM 
cameras with higher time resolution[34] would enable better res-
olution of the kinetics of this process.

In summary, objects that we interpret as single polymer 
molecules have been imaged by TEM microscopy in liquid-cell 
environment. Confirming that the objects observed here are 
polymers, we find that size of these objects changes rationally 
according to molecular weight and salt concentration. Other 
characteristic features of individual coiled polymer molecules 
are also confirmed, including conformational changes, adsorp-
tion–desorption, and patterns of radiation damage involving 
chain scission and recombination. These experiments were 
performed using routine TEM equipment. The alleviation of 
ordinarily expected sample degradation by confinement in a gra-
phene liquid cell opens opportunities for advances in imaging 
organic materials of other kinds, not only synthetic polymers but 
also naturally occurring polymers such as DNA and proteins.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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